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After posting two consecutive quarters of negative total returns, the South African listed property sector (All 

Property Index; “ALPI") rallied 18.2% in the final quarter of the year. The sector outperformed local Equities (ALSI) and 

Bonds (ALBI), which closed 15.2% and 5.6% higher, respectively, in ZAR. Global REITs (as per EPRA/NAREIT Developed 

Rental Index Net TR, USD; "benchmark") closed the quarter up 6.8% in USD (+0.7% in ZAR), outperforming global Bonds 

at 3.8% (FTSE World Government Bond Index) but underperforming US Equities at 7.6% (S&P 500) and global Equities 

at 9.9% (MSCI World Index). Global equity markets rallied after the US inflation print for October and November was 

lower than expectations, with the US Federal Reserve (Fed) now signalling a slowdown and possible end to rate 

hikes in 2023.

For the 2022 calendar year, the ALPI delivered total returns of -1.9% in ZAR, underperforming Cash (STEFI: +5.2%), 

Equities (+3.6%), and Bonds (+4.2%). Global REITs closed the year 26.5% lower (-21.4% in ZAR), underperforming 

global equities (MSCI World Index, -17.1%), US equities (S&P 500, -18.1%) and global Bonds (FTSE World Government 

Bond Index, -18.3%). In what was the second-worst performance for global property on record, many investors will 

undoubtedly mark 2022 as a tumultuous year in many respects. Major asset classes broadly underperformed last 

year, driven mainly by a sharp rise in global inflation, a brisk pace in central bank tightening, and soaring energy 

and food prices due in part to the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Table 1 below illustrates the returns of 

major asset classes. 

TABLE 01

ASSET CLASS RETURNS FOR 2022

SOUTH AFRICA (ZAR Returns) Oct Nov Dec Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2022

SA Listed Property Index (SAPY) 11.0% 6.3% 1.1% -1.3% -11.6% -3.5% 19.3% 0.5%

All Property Index (ALPI) 10.5% 5.8% 1.1% -1.6% -12.1% -4.1% 18.2% -1.9%

SA Equites (ALSI) 4.9% 12.3% -2.3% 3.8% -11.7% -1.9% 15.2% 3.6%

SA Bonds (ALBI) 1.1% 3.9% 0.6% 1.9% -3.7% 0.6% 5.6% 4.2%

Cash (STEFI) 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 1.0% 1.2% 1.3% 1.6% 5.2%

OFFSHORE (USD Returns) Oct Nov Dec Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2022

Global Listed Property (RNGR) 3.5% 6.4% -3.0% -4.5% -18.5% -11.7% 6.8% -26.5%

Global Equities 7.2% 7.0% -4.2% -5.0% -16.1% -6.1% 3.8% -17.1%

Global Bonds -0.5% 4.5% -0.2% -6.5% -8.9% -7.6% 9.9% -18.3%

Source: Bloomberg

US inflation appeared to have peaked in June and continued to trend lower. US and EU inflation surprised on the 

downside in October and November. As a result, bond yields also trended lower as investors anticipated that 

the Fed would slow the pace of interest rate hikes going forward. That said, the Fed hiked in all three meetings 

in Q4 by 50bps, 25bps, and 25bps from October through December, respectively, which was largely expected. 

Conversely, the Bank of Japan surprised the market by announcing an increase in the band of its yield curve 

control policy, potentially signaling a pivot away from easy monetary policy. In the UK, Liz Truss was appointed as 

Prime Minister in Q3 and left 44 days later, with the previous chancellor of the exchequer, Rishi Sunak, stepping in. 

His appointment has stabilised markets somewhat as he looks to tackle inflation and soaring energy costs while 

maintaining fiscal discipline.
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SA LISTED PROPERTY REPORT 
Listed property capped the year with an outstanding fourth quarter as the ALPI and SAPY gained 18.2% and 19.3%, 

respectively. Equities (ALSI) advanced 15.2% while Bonds (ALBI) lagged, although still up 5.6% for the quarter. Local 

news was mixed: (1) political risk whipsawed after a report on ‘Farmgate’ led to concerns that the President would 

step down only to be later re-elected as ANC President in a convincing victory at the National Elective Conference; 

(2) Load-shedding continued relentlessly on further breakdowns, while leadership at the state-owned-enterprise 

(SOE) was thrown into turmoil following Andre de Ruyter’s resignation; and (3) Finance Minister Godongwana 

delivered a strong medium-term budget policy statement (MTBPS) in October supported by an improving fiscal 

position. Nonetheless, global macroeconomic news led to local long bond yields falling by 51bps to 10.86% in Q4, 

aiding the property sector’s outperformance. 

An independent panel appointed by Parliament released its report on the 'Farmgate' matter (in which a large sum 

of cash was reported to have been stolen from the President's game farm) on 30 November, finding evidence of a 

possible breach of anti-corruption laws by the President by "acting in a way that is inconsistent with his office," thus 

recommending impeachment proceedings. Market volatility increased on speculation that the President would 

voluntarily resign. However, the President was re-elected as ANC President at the party's elective conference in 

December with a 56.5% vote (vs. 51.9% in 2017), positioning him for a second term. In our view, the victory does not 

come without risk, as the 'farmgate' probe will continue. Paul Mashatile, who has similar economic policies to the 

President, was elected as Ramaphosa's deputy and appears to be a leading contender to succeed him at the 

end of his second term. 

Eskom CEO Andre de Ruyter resigned in December, citing the inability to stabilise energy availability as the key 

reason. Load-shedding reached a record high level in 2022, increasing from 9.7% of the time in 2015 to 33.4% of the 

time in 2022 until the end of October. During the third quarter of 2022, load-shedding reached an all-time high of 

47.7% of the time. This included a severe period of power outages of stages 5 and 6. 

2022 was tumultuous, with global equity markets rocked by soaring inflation, rising interest rates, and geopolitical 

tensions brought on by the Russia/Ukraine conflict. An energy crisis developed in Europe, prompting several 

countries to introduce price caps and provide discounts on fuel prices to cushion citizens from rising living costs. 

The European Central Bank (ECB) had no choice but to join the Fed in hiking interest rates. Locally our Monetary 

Policy Committee (MPC) hiked its benchmark rate from 3.25% to 7.0% as CPI breached the 6% upper band, with the 

latest reading at 7.4% for November 2022. SA bond yields are often driven by global macro views and the US 10-

year Treasury yield. South African bond yields rose 110bps in 2022 to close the year at 10.86%. 

Despite all, the ALPI and SAPY delivered respective total returns of -1.9% and 0.5%, which places the SA-listed 

property sector amongst the best-performing markets globally for the calendar year. We note that the difference 

between the SAPY and ALPI return can be attributed to, amongst other reasons, the inclusion of several offshore 

counters in the ALPI but not in the SAPY (only stocks that are primarily listed on the JSE can be included in the 

SAPY). These include Hammerson, Capital & Counties, and Industrials REIT, which all underperformed significantly 

in line with global property. We attribute SA property’s relative outperformance to its lower starting valuations 

in comparison and the milder adjustment to discount rates as domestic bonds rose by a smaller margin than 

global bonds.
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STOCK PERFORMANCE

Compared to our expectations set at the beginning of 2022, the ALPI’s total return was short, primarily due to 

the “de-rating” component in the total return calculation. Our estimates suggest that 85% of the de-rating was 

attributable to the higher 10-year bond yield, while the sector also had de-rated relative to bonds during the 

period. Our income return was higher than expected as several stocks beat forecasts, most notably Attacq and 

NEPI Rockcastle (“NEPI Rockcastle”). NEPI Rockcastle settled a litigation claim which has previously been over-

provided for, leading to a higher once-off dividend to be paid. 

CHART 01 

2022 TOTAL RETURN: ACTUAL VS. FORECASTS
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Source: Sesfikile analysis, Bloomberg

CHART 02 

FOURTH QUARTER 2022 TOTAL RETURN BY COMPANY 
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Source: Bloomberg

Hammerson (HMSO) was the sector's best-performing stock, up 36.7% (+33% in GBP) for the quarter. European 

retail stocks that presented deep value also outperformed, with pan-European REIT Klepierre delivering 21% in 

GBP over the quarter. The market speculated that corporate action in Hammerson was imminent, as Resilient 

CEO Des De Beer abruptly stepped off the HMSO board in October. Growthpoint advanced 29.8%, partly due to 

a dividend payment and a re-rating as bond yields fell 51bps during the quarter. NEPI Rockcastle gained 27.2% 

after upgrading its earnings guidance and utilising low-yielding cash to collectively acquire two assets in Poland 

(Copernicus Shopping Centre and Gdansk Shopping Centre) for EUR 377m.

Sector laggards included Investec Property Fund (-2.4%), which cut its guidance at its interim results following 

higher funding costs in Europe. The company had interest rate caps in place instead of swaps, thereby exposing 

the company to the recent increases in the Euribor. As bond yields rose, there were growing concerns around 

European industrial property valuations. Emira was flat for the quarter as its free-float and tradability had been 
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severely hampered by its majority shareholder passing through 50% ownership of the company. Lastly, shopping 

centre REIT Liberty Two Degrees gained only 1.1%, despite a fairly positive trading update highlighting strong trading 

density growth in Q3 2022. 

Over the full year ended 2022, there was significant dispersion among the stocks as Fortress B (+47.4%), Emira 

(+22.7%), and Vukile (+16.6%) led, while Sirius (-45.8%), Capital & Counties (-38.5%) and Industrials REIT (-35.5%) 

lagged. In aggregate, 63% of stocks by market cap were positive for the year, 63% beat the All-Property Index, 55% 

beat the All-Share Index, and 17.5% beat Cash. Chart 3 below illustrates stock performance over the year.

CHART 03 

2022 FULL-YEAR TOTAL RETURN BY COMPANY 
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Source: Bloomberg

Fortress B was the sector's best-performing stock, gaining 47.4%. To recap, after failing to meet its minimum 

distribution threshold to pay A-shareholders their entitlement, shareholders rejected a capital distribution for 

the December 2021 dividend. The company proposed a capital restructure where A-shareholders would receive 

3.01 B-shares for every A-share. The resolution failed, which meant Fortress would no longer qualify as a REIT by 

November 2022. While A-shares fell as expected, B-shares began to rally on expectations that a revised, superior 

offer could be presented. In October 2022, A-shareholders representing 59% of the A-shareholder base sent a letter 

to the Fortress board demanding a general meeting be put forth whereby the MOI is changed so that distributable 

earnings be split 80/20 from 2022 to 2024. This would allow Fortress to retain its REIT status, avoid tax and pay a level 

of dividends to all shareholders. However, subsequent to year-end, the vote was not passed, and Fortress is on the 

path to losing its REIT status.

Octodec (not included in the ALPI benchmark) delivered a total return of 37.3% in 2022. In addition to a healthy 17% 

dividend, the stock re-rated after reporting strong leasing in its Johannesburg and Pretoria CBD residential portfolio. 

Emira was up 22.7%. During the year, I-Group increased its position in Emira to c.50%, causing investors to speculate 

that a take-out offer was on the horizon. Dipula B (not included in the ALPI benchmark) gained 22.4% on the back of 

the simplification of its A and B-share structure and exposure to a defensive non-urban retail sector.

Sirius closed the year 45.8% down as the ALPI's laggard. Despite strong operations, investors sold the stock on fears 

that the German small and medium enterprise (SME) market would struggle in a recessionary environment. A 

similar theme played out for Industrials REIT (down 35.5%), where strong earnings growth was overshadowed by 

macroeconomic concerns and the impact of rising rates on asset values. Capital & Counties (Capco) shed 38.5% 

last year. With the rise in inflation and GILT yields, Capco’s asset valuations were in the spotlight due to its low 

nominal equivalent yield (c.4%) and its limited cash flow generation that does not ‘pay investors to wait .'In addition, 

the delay in the Shaftesbury deal by the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) led to fears that the deal would 

not be concluded. Like other counters, its operational performance was strong as domestic travel in the first half of 

the year and international travel in the second half saw healthy sales growth across all tenant types.
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SA PROPERTY FUNDAMENTALS
In our view, the key macro themes in 2023 are weaker growth, lower inflation, and rate hikes pausing. We expect 

growth to weaken to 1.3% in 2023 and 1.8% in 2024 due to a poorer global macro-backdrop, inflation's impact 

on disposable incomes, and the impact of load-shedding on SMEs and consumer/business confidence. Local 

headline consumer inflation (CPI) decelerated to 7.4% in November from 7.6% in October (see Chart 4). The 

outcome was slightly lower than the consensus forecast of 7.5%. The upward pressure came from the ‘food and 

non-alcoholic beverages', 'housing and utilities,' 'transport,' and 'miscellaneous goods and services' categories. 

Producer inflation (PPI) fell further to 15% in November, the fourth consecutive drop since it peaked at 18% in July, as 

many of the critical categories recorded single-digit inflation rates for the first time in over a year. However, cost 

pressures at the manufacturing level remained at historic highs as global price pressures were still sticky. Looking 

forward, we expect CPI to continue trending downwards in the coming months, helped mainly by the moderation 

in food and fuel prices. The SARB's forecast for headline inflation for 2023 was revised to 5.7% due to higher food 

and electricity price inflation forecasts. Headline inflation is projected to average 4.5% in 2024.

CHART 04 
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The MPC increased interest rates by 75bps for a third-straight time in 2022, raising the repo rate to 7% and the prime 

lending rate to 10.5%. The repo rate is currently trending above pre-pandemic levels. However, a slower economy 

and CPI falling within the 3-6% band should result in a pause in SARB interest rate hikes as early as Q1 2023. 

V&A WATERFRONT, CAPE TOWN
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RETAIL (63% OF TOTAL EXPOSURE)

The retail sector saw a strong recovery in 2022 as a recovery in savings balances (See Chart 5), lower unemployment, 

nominal wage growth and pent-up demand for certain subcategories, and increased socialising. 

CHART 05 

SA SAVINGS RATE (%) 
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According to data from SAPOA, retail sales (trading densities) were up 11.5% y/y in Q3 2022 and 6.8% above pre-

Covid levels. Footfall increased but was still 20% below 2019 levels, with December trading performance still being 

released later this quarter.

Overall retail vacancies improved to 5.6% from its peak of 7% in March 2021 but still higher than pre-Covid levels 

of 4.1%. Despite space cutbacks from Game, Ster Kinekor, and Edgars, national (e.g., TFG, Shoprite, Mr Price) and 

mid-size retailers (e.g., Bathu, Refinery, Fashion Fusion) expanded their footprints in 2022 to gain market share. 

Load-shedding was a drag on retail sales in 2022 as many tenants could not operate during load-shedding (TFG 

said they lost R400m from load-shedding). Several retailers, including TFG and Mr Price, have invested heavily in 

backup mobile payment points and backup power, which should lead to comparably better sales in 2023.

CHART 06 

RETAIL VACANCY RATE 
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Larger urban shopping centres owned by the likes of Hyprop and L2D, which have been slower to recover after 

Covid due to their exposure to apparel, entertainment, and leisure, have seen a marked recovery in rental 

reversions in 2022, although the absolute level remains negative (See chart 7). Encouragingly, L2D reported a -9% 

reversion for the four months to 30 October 2022, which could improve over the year. Non-urban centres in nodes 

supported by strong economic fundamentals (such as mining and agriculture) are signing slightly negative to 

positive rental reversions, as evidenced in the Resilient, Fortress, and Vukile portfolios.

CHART 07 

TRENDS IN RETAIL RENTAL REVERSIONS  
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With the recovery in retail sales vs. 2019, another encouraging trend is the occupancy cost ratio which has recovered 

to 7.3% (Q3 2022), in line with the 2014-2018 period, indicating tenant affordability is good. These indicators point to 

the balance of power slowly shifting back to landlords, with rental growth to follow. 

CHART 08 

GROSS RENT-TO-SALES RATIO  
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Last year, retail sales were boosted by a combination of pent-up demand and temporarily higher savings from 2020. 

We are cautious around sales momentum in 2023 as higher levels of inflation will erode disposable incomes and we 

expect wage growth to lag CPI. Consumer confidence has also bounced from the Covid low of -20 points but still 

reflects a pessimistic consumer at -8 points in Q4 (see Chart 9). Further analysis shows that middle income earners 

are the most confident at -6 points, followed by high income earners at -10. Low-income consumers that form the 

majority of the population have remained bearish at -27 points. On a positive note, the local consumer is relatively 

under-leveraged given c.65% household debt rate and a debt service ratio (% of income allocated to servicing debt) 

of 8%, and unemployment may continue to improve as the tourism sector claws back to pre-Covid levels. 
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CHART 09 

SA CONSUMER CONFIDENCE INDEX (%) 
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According to Stats SA’s building statistics, only 298,000m² (or 1% of existing stock) of shopping centre space was 

completed in the ten months to October 2022. Furthermore, based on plans passed, we estimate a further 200k 

to 400k of completions in 2023 with downside risk to these estimates. We expect vacancies to continue to trend 

lower in the retail sector.

CHART 10 

SHOPPING CENTRE PLANS PASSED AND COMPLETED 
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NEPI ROCKCASTLE HAS ACQUIRED FORUM 
GDAŃSK SHOPPING CENTRE FROM 

BLACKSTONE-MANAGED FUNDS. FORUM 
GDAŃSK IS A 63 500 SQM GLA SHOPPING 

CENTRE, SITUATED IN GDAŃSK, THE SIXTH 
LARGEST CITY IN POLAND BY POPULATION, 

WITH OVER 470 000 INHABITANTS.
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OFFICE (15.3% OF TOTAL EXPOSURE)

After peaking at 16.7% in Q2, office vacancies recovered to 16.1% (see Chart 11), up just 10bps year-on-year. REITs 

reported a turnaround in leasing as workers started to return to the office, especially in the SME sector. Lease 

lengths also increased, normalized to a 3-year WALE. Remote working has had a minimal impact so far; we 

estimate around a 40bps increase in overall vacancies.

CHART 11 

OFFICE VACANCY RATE  
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The P-grade and A-grade market, where REITs have the most exposure, saw vacancies of 9.8% and 14.6% at year-

end, respectively, with P-grade vacancies compressing 300bps and A-grade remaining flat. P-grade buildings 

are likely to be more attractive, given better amenities and Green Star ratings which help meet tenant reporting 

requirements. Below is an illustration of office vacancies by grade.

CHART 12 

OFFICE VACANCIES BY GRADE  
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On average, office rental reversions (-16%) were better in 2022 than the prior year (-24%). However, this was 

inconsistent across all companies (Growthpoint and Redefine reported similar reversion rates for the two periods). 

We expect this improving trend in reversions to continue into 2023 for P-grade space while A, B, and C-grade 

space will remain under pressure.
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CHART 13 

TREND IN OFFICE RENTAL REVERSIONS 
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On the supply side, we see only 0.6% of existing stock under development which is a tailwind for vacancy rates. 

In addition, c.73.5% of that space is pre-let, implying almost no impact on new supply. Office-to-residential 

conversions attract many headlines but only cause a small 'dent' to overall vacancies as many buildings are 

valued too high and, therefore, not economical for conversion.

CHART 14 

OFFICE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY  
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INDUSTRIAL (16.0% OF TOTAL EXPOSURE)

Industrial property, dominated by warehousing and logistics space, continues to see healthy demand, with 

vacancies of just 3.0% (average of select REIT portfolios). Drivers of this demand are supply chain optimisation, 

modernisation of facilities, e-commerce to a small extent, and, recently onshoring (tenants prefer to store, and 

in some cases manufacture locally as opposed to holding minimum inventory on hand – ‘Just in Time’ thinking 

has changed to ‘Just in Case’). The narrative painted by Equites, SA Corporate, and Fortress is one of construction 

cost-driven inflation in rentals, although this view is not shared by Growthpoint and some other counters. Chart 15 

below shows the trajectory of construction costs over time. 

CHART 15 

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS (2016 REBASED TO 100)  
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The latest business confidence print for Q4 is surprisingly resilient, given the headwinds facing businesses. The BER 

business confidence index fell to 38pts in Q4 from 39pts in Q3. Overall confidence is still elevated against readings 

in 2016, which is still a positive outcome. Furthermore, despite dipping in September, the SA PMI indicator floated 

above the expansionary level of 50 pts towards the end of the year. Unlike the office and retail sectors, industrial 

development activity is relatively strong, trending around the 10-year average (See Chart 16). We foresee demand to 

remain firm and absorb some of the vacancies, but a slowdown in demand is a downside risk to occupancy rates.

CHART 16 

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING PLANS PASSED AND COMPLETED 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Just about the worst macro backdrop emerged for UK-listed real estate over the past twelve months; a sharp and 

largely unexpected rise in real rates following a spike in energy prices that pushed inflation to 9.3% in November- 

severely eroding disposable incomes (see chart 17). This followed a decade of cap rate compression across global 

real estate markets, driven by the low-rate environment. As this starts to unwind, cap rates are expanding. UK 10y 

GILTs, the risk-free benchmark rate and a major component of the required rate of return rose 270bps in 2022 from 

a base of 1.0%. The spread between property and GILT yields has narrowed, but this spread was abnormally high 

in a historical context because of the effects of quantitative easing (QE). Hence, expectations are that real estate 

yields will not rise as much as GILTs. In addition, GILT yields should taper downward as inflation cools, with CBRE 

forecasting a 4.4% CPI print and 3.5% 10y GILT by year-end, with the latter metric gradually declining to 3% by 2025. 

This supports the UK property sector, with most stocks trading at deep discounts to NAV on valuation risk.

CHART 17 

TREND IN REAL DISPOSABLE INCOMES  
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CHART 18 

TRENDS IN PRIME YIELDS, 2019-2022  
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Latest trading updates pertaining to the Christmas trading period have thus far been surprisingly strong, with 

Next Plc, a bell weather for apparel retail in the UK, seeing its full-price sales grow by 4.8% versus its own guidance 

of -2.0%. While Online and Retail channels both performed better than expectations, Retail drove the majority of 

outperformance (+12.5%), firmly supporting the need for ‘brick-and-mortar retail’ in an omnichannel approach. 

The company is guided by -1.5% growth in 2024 while inflation in essential goods and rising mortgage costs are 

well-understood headwinds. A strong employment outlook partially offsets this. Meanwhile, B&M reported 6.4% 

sales growth in comparable stores, and Boots UK grew its like-for-like sales by 8.7%. 

For Hammerson, the squeeze on disposable incomes will eventually filter through in lower retail sales and 

Estimated Rental Values (“ERV”). However, we do not see a significant deterioration in asset values. UK shopping 

centre valuations have already fallen 60% from peak to trough. At a nominal equivalent yield of above 7%, there 

remains enough of a buffer to absorb some of the cap rate expansion. ERVs have rebased significantly, with Covid 

being an accelerant to the readjustment. At present, retail sales are near pre-Covid levels while rentals remain 

well below. 

MOVEMENT IN SHOPPING CENTRE SALES, VALUATION AND RENTS – MARCH 2017 = 100  
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Source: Land Securities

While Capital & Counties has seen a surge in retail sales following increased domestic travel in the first half of 

the year and international travel in the second half, its low portfolio nominal equivalent yield (about 4%) and lack 

of cash flow generation is concerning for investors. However, unlike many of its UK peers, Capital & Counties sits 

with one of the best balance sheets in the sector and, given the unique asset it owns in Covent Garden, is likely to 

attract foreign investment (Middle Eastern and Asian investors are returning to the UK). 
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Fundamentally, there appears to be little concern around the UK logistics (Equites) and multi-let industrial 

(Industrials REIT) sectors. Take-up volumes remain robust, albeit below record high levels seen in the past few 

years. As a result, this imbalance in demand and supply has pushed vacancies to critically low levels, driving 

rentals in the near term. Nonetheless, the increase in GILT yields has caused potential buyers to sit on the sidelines, 

leading to a decline in transactional volumes and uncertainty around fair value. By the end of 2022, prime logistics 

yields are expected to have increased by 150bps.

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE (CEE)

According to Focus Economics, GDP growth in CEE should soften notably in 2023, with domestic demand losing 

steam due to high inflation in the mid-teens, which has tightened financial conditions and depleted savings. A 

weaker western Europe has also meant weaker industrial activity and demand. 

In CEE, inflation started earlier and has been greater because energy and food form a larger share of the 

consumption basket than in the West. Next year, inflation should slow, although it will remain high due to pass-

through effects and sustained wage growth. Even though annual inflation rates are expected to fall in 2023, 

inflation rates in CEE will remain well above the overall EU price level increase (chart 19).

CHART 19 
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Despite these concerns, Romania and Poland recorded positive real retail sales growth. We attribute this to 

extremely low levels of unemployment around 3%, leading to high wage inflation. For landlords, the nominal 

value of retail sales determines retailers’ affordability (occupancy cost rate) and, therefore, the fair market rental. 

Therefore, the growth in retail sales supports positive rental reversions in the medium term. The balance of leases 

not coming up for expiry is linked to inflation, where landlords have been able to pass on rental increases up to 

around 10% per annum. 
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BALANCE SHEET AND INTEREST RATES

The SARB hiked the repo rate by 3.25% to 7.0% in 2022, leading to a similar increase in the benchmark 3-month 

JIBAR. The 3-year SWAP rate, primarily used to hedge interest rate risk, increased by 210bps to 7.9%. The average 

term of fixes in the property sector is 2.7 years, implying that the bulk of swaps expiring in 2023 was signed during 

2020 when base rates averaged 4.4%.

Stocks with foreign currency debt face the larger risk in our view. 

• Investec Property Fund - IPF’s look-through gearing is at 50.4%, driven by the higher level of gearing (50% LTV) 

in-country within Pan European Logistics (PEL). Rising Euribor rates present a risk to the Fund both at IPF and PEL 

levels. Interest rate risk is hedged within the PEL platform with a cap of 1.4%. However, at an IPF level, following 

the large refinance being undertaken, the overlaying of hedges will impact the cost of Euro debt in FY24.

• Redefine – Look-through debt is 58% due to the highly geared nature of the underlying investment in the JVs. 

However, EPP and the JV will retain cash for capex and loan amortisations, which will be positive for NAV and 

LTV, which could reduce it by 1.0% per annum. 

• Hyprop – While group LTV is low at 36%, Hyprop's Hystead investment has an LTV of 59% and faces re-pricing risk 

(on €110m of debt) over the next 12 months as Euribor rates have sharply increased. Some of this expansion will 

be offset by lower margins as bank appetite for exposure to property has not waned. However, management 

intends to retain distributable income from Hystead and Sub-Saharan Africa, which will translate into a lower 

LTV at the cost of a reduced earnings pay-out ratio.

Despite asset values falling by approximately 15% over the last three years, balance sheet positions have improved 

drastically from 42% to 37% through aggressive disposals and retained income. There remains much debate around 

fair cap rates, given the increase in bond yields recently. Chart 20 illustrates the sector’s deleveraging path.

CHART 20 

SA REIT SECTOR LOAN-TO-VALUE RATIO 
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CHART 21 

COMPANY LOAN-TO-VALUE RATIOS  
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We are cognisant of the risk that certain counters will extend their LTV ratios in the coming year.

• Equities - LTV is likely to rise to 37-38% on the back of domestic development activity and falling asset values 

in the UK. With an equity raise unlikely, we see asset disposals as a good alternative to maintaining a strong 

balance sheet.  

• Vukile – The company has capital commitments of R2.2bn, comprised of two domestic retail shopping centres 

(Pan Africa shopping centre for R421m and a 50% undivided share of BT Ngebs for R400m). The fund intends to 

expand the Pan Africa shopping centre by c9,000 sqm at an anticipated cost of R254m. The remaining capital 

commitment relates to the Merev put of R1.2bn. The pro-forma LTV forecast is 46.2%, up from 43.1%. Disposing 

Fairvest B remains a likely outcome in our view.

At the sector level, approximately 77% of all debt is fixed either through interest swaps, caps, or fixed-rate debt at 

an average term of 2.7 years. This provides protection in the short term, but there is a longer-term consequence 

of re-pricing fixed debt should rates remain high. Rising interest costs in 2023 may cause a c.1-2% headwind to 

distributable earnings growth. 

Source: Company data

CHART 22 
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CHART 23 

AVERAGE TERM OF FIXED-RATE DEBT 
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DISTRIBUTION GROWTH

We forecast DIPS growth of 4.3% in 2023 (see Chart 24), with top-line growth (escalations +/- reversions), solar-

driven cost savings, and financial leverage all being supportive. Rising funding costs and operating expenses 

may lead to some NOI margin erosion. Escalation rates across all three sectors tapered off in 2022, with Retail 

now approximating 5.5 to 6.5% and office /industrial at 6.5 to 7.5%. These rates dictate the growth of c.70-80% of 

the lease book, with the remaining c.20-30% subject to market rent reviews. While 4.3% DIPS growth is below the 

long-term average and current inflation, it is backed by higher quality earnings (less interest capitalised, reduced 

use of cross currency swaps, a reduction in non-recurring income), diverse portfolios of assets and tenants, and 

contractual leases with embedded growth. 

CHART 24 

DISTRIBUTABLE INCOME PER SHARE GROWTH 
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SA LISTED PROPERTY OUTLOOK
The sector’s distributable earnings yield is currently 10.6%, a 10bps spread to the SA 10y long bond of 10.5%. Given 

the regional diversification of the SA-listed property sector, we show the yield per geography compared to the 

respective region's bond yields. The ALPI trades at a 120bps spread to the long bond on a weighted average basis. 

CHART 25 

SA LISTED PROPERTY DIVIDEND YIELDS VS. 10-YEAR BONDS 
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Using another metric, the sector trades at a 30% discount to NAV or a 17.5% discount to gross asset value (GAV).

CHART 26 

SA LISTED PROPERTY SECTOR DIVIDEND YIELD VS. 10-YEAR BONDS 
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Drawing on our research above, we believe the sector's fundamentals have improved to a position where rental 

growth will be slightly positive, driven by stable vacancies, healthy escalations, and improving rental reversions. 

With 77% of debt fixed, higher interest rates concern the SA-listed property sector but can be managed. Our 

primary concern is the impact of a global recession on our domestic economy, possible grey-listing, and of 

course, the impact of load-shedding on consumer/business confidence and, more directly, the SME sector, which 

is a large employer. Loadshedding could create a 'black swan' event for the economy. Furthermore, the end of the 

Russia/Ukraine conflict is indeterminable, with its long-term impacts essentially incalculable.

Balance sheets are in a healthier position after most companies retained income and disposed of assets, with 

LTVs now at 37%, down from 42% at its peak pre-Covid. The listed property sector still trades at healthy discounts 

to NAV, and the values have stabilised in our view, given sufficient transactional evidence. 
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Given the income characteristics of listed property, investors typically price property off the bond market, and 

should these events cause bond yields to rise, return prospects dimmish. However, as said, much depends on 

global events and the trajectory of the US bond yield in the face of potentially lower inflation but a slowdown 

in economic growth, possibly even a recession. The spread between the South African and US 10y, which is 

reflective of sovereign risk and currency risk, narrowed from 8.0% to 6.98%. While it is wider than the long-term 

average, the deterioration of South Africa's debt to GDP and poor growth outlook justifies this above-long-term 

average position. 

CHART 27 

SA VS. US 10-YEAR BOND YIELDS 
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Source: Bloomberg

Amongst all these variables and possible scenarios, we are hesitant but obliged to give our expectations on the 

return for the year ahead. The SA-listed property sector is trading at a distribution yield after retained income of 

8.6%, and we believe a relatively modest capital appreciation of 4.8% is reasonable. This appreciation is driven by 

4% earnings growth coupled with a slight compression in bond yields to 10.35%, with the sector's distributable yield 

trading at a 1.35% pts discount (slight de-rating) to the long-bond yield. We believe a total return estimate from 

the SA-listed property sector of 13.4% is reasonable over the next 12 months.

PAUL SMITH, BOROUGH 
MARKET, LONDON
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GLOBAL LISTED PROPERTY REPORT
Global REITs (as per EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Index Net TR, USD; “benchmark”) closed the quarter up 6.8% in 

USD (+0.7% in ZAR), outperforming global bonds (FTSE World Government Bond Index, 3.8%) but underperforming 

US equities (S&P 500, +7.6%) and global equities (MSCI World Index, +9.9%). Australian REITs generated the best 

performance by region, closing +18.4% higher (see chart 28), followed by European REITs, which achieved a +15.2% 

return. US and Singaporean REITs lagged, returning 5.2% and 6.1%, respectively.

CHART 28 
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For the calendar year 2022, global REITs achieved a return of -26.5% (-21.4% in ZAR), underperforming global 

equities (MSCI World Index, -17.1%), US equities (S&P 500, -18.1%) and global bonds (FTSE World Government Bond 

Index, -18.3%). Singapore was the best-performing region, down 10.0%, followed by Hong Kong REITs which achieved 

a -13.3% return. European and UK REITs performed the worst, achieving -40.8% and -39.5% total returns, respectively.

CHART 29 

2022 GLOBAL PROPERTY RETURNS PER REGION 
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GLOBAL PROPERTY REVIEW OF 2022

Global property recorded a total return of -26.5% (USD) in 2022, the second-worst year on record for the asset 

class, following 2021, which was the second-best year on record (+28.8%). Despite strong fundamentals and 

earnings for 2022, the rapid rise in funding costs, concerns about a global economic recession, and risk aversion 

due to the Russia/Ukraine conflict contributed to the sector's underperformance. Below we highlight key aspects 

in each quarter of 2022.
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A hawkish pivot dominated the first quarter among most central banks as inflation surprised on the upside and 

the start of the war in Ukraine. In addition to the humanitarian crisis, a broader effect of the war was persistent 

inflation driven by rising food and energy costs. As a result, global bond yields trended upwards, with the US 10-

year bond yield increasing from 1.51% at the beginning of the year to 2.34% by quarter end. Investors shifted to 

"value" sectors or sectors that were still benefitting from the re-opening of the global economies, such as hotels 

(+6.8%), healthcare (+6.2%), and student accommodation (+1.4%). On the contrary, high multiple "growth" sectors 

such as manufactured homes (-14.6%), data centres (-14.1%), and single-family residential underperformed (-8.9%).   

In the second quarter, markets turned negative as major central banks raised interest rates higher than initially 

expected to curb rapidly rising inflation. This faster-than-expected pace also turned into recession fears. As a 

result, the US 10-year bond yield peaked at 3.5% midway through June to close the quarter at 3.0%. Global REITs 

fell 18.5% over the second quarter taking total returns to -22.0% for the first six months of 2022. The change in 

sentiment about the global economy meant that sectors were more sensitive to GDP growth, such as offices 

(-24.0%) and malls (-23.6%), underperformed sectors that are considered "recession resilient," such as the gaming 

sector (+4.1%), student accommodation (+3.4%) and the triple net lease sector (-3.9%). 

The third quarter started with a strong rally in risk assets before global central banks made it clear that more 

hikes were coming, sending asset prices into the red for Q3. Global bond yields rose sharply, with the US 10-year 

bond yield rising to 3.8% at the quarter end from 3.0% at the end of Q2. UK 10-year GILT yields rose from 2.2% to 

4.1%, with newly appointed Prime Minister Liz Truss's disastrous fiscal policy ambitions being a key driver, which 

led to her resignation 44 days later. Global property fell 11.7%, with all regions showing negative returns. Japanese 

and US REITs generated the best performance, achieving a total return of -6.2% and -10.0%, respectively. Europe 

and UK were the worst-performing regions, down 26.0% and 19.5%, respectively. The intra-sector performance 

saw gaming (+0.7%), self-storage (-3.1%), and hotel (-3.2%) REITs outperform, while student housing (-23.5%), data 

centres (-16.2%), and healthcare (-15.5%) underperformed. 

US and EU inflation surprised on the downside in October and November, perhaps cementing views that it had 

peaked in June. As a result, bond yields also trended lower as investors anticipated that the Fed would slow the 

pace of interest rate hikes going forward. Elsewhere in the world, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) surprised the market by 

announcing an increase in the band of its yield curve control policy (from -0.25% to + 0.25% to -0.50% to +0.50%), 

potentially signalling a pivot away from easy monetary policy. This triggered a sell-off in real estate stocks 

(-5.5% in JPY) but was almost entirely negated by the appreciation of the JPY against the USD (+4.1%). The risk-

on environment resulted in a bid for stocks/regions that de-rated relatively more over the previous 9-18 months 

("value"). Australian, European, and UK REITs outperformed, achieving +18.4%, +15.2%, and +12.7% total returns in USD, 

respectively. While US (+5.2%) and Singaporean (+6.1%) REITs underperformed. Similarly, malls (+31.1%) and shopping 

centres (+15.5%) which de-rated significantly over the previous nine months, outperformed while single-family 

residential (-10.2%: underperformance due to worse than expected results), self-storage (-4.4%) and multifamily 

(-0.90%) underperformed. 
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE INVESTORS:

What is the impact 

on real estate as 

investor concerns 

shift from inflation 

to potential 

recession?

Central banks seem to be determined to try and control inflation, even if it means 

sacrificing growth and sending their economies into recession. We believe the re-

pricing in 2022 was primarily because of an increase in interest rates and cost of 

capital. Looking forward as investors begin to price in a recession, we believe sectors 

with the strongest fundamentals, and consequently, the best pricing power and most 

predictable/stable earnings profiles will outperform.

Direct property vs. 

listed property?

Past performance suggests that listed property returns typically lead direct property 

returns, and the current cycle is not any different. During 2022 listed property re-priced, 

considering a new macro-economic environment of higher interest rates and lower 

growth. However, direct property was slow to react. Rental growth remains strong 

in most sectors, and capitalisation rates have not adjusted upwards significantly. 

According to UBS, global listed property trades at a 23% discount to net asset value, 

and that physical asset values should come under pressure as cap rates expand. 

Therefore, the listed sector shows relatively more value as it is closer to the bottom of 

the cycle compared to physical real estate.

Can current 

balance sheets 

withstand asset 

value write-downs 

implied in current 

pricing?

On average Global REIT balance sheets appear solid with a loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of 

32% with C.70% of debt hedged for an average of 5.9 years. In addition, only 18% of debt 

is subject to refinancing over the next 24 months. However, averages are misleading 

as the differential between the strongest and riskiest balance sheets is wide. US REITs 

are in a much more favourable position with average comprehensive leverage of 

32%. Continental European REITs currently have an average LTV of 40% and an implied 

cap rate of 5.1% compared to an in-place cap rate of 4.2%. This is equivalent to a 25% 

discount to NAV. Assuming cap rates expand by 90bps matching the implied cap rate 

of 5.1%, and LFL rentals grow 6.2%, LTV ratios trend up to c.46% on average. Similarly, in the 

UK, the market-implied yield is 5.2% compared to the current yield of 4.5%, equivalent 

23% discount to NAV. Assuming cap rates increase by 70bps and c.5% LFL rental growth, 

LTV ratios would increase from c.30% to c.34%. Again, averages blur true risks within 

some sectors. For example, German residential trades at an in-force cap rate of 3.4% 

and an implied cap rate of 4.6%. If cap rates were to increase by 120bps, LTV ratios 

would approach 60%, making capital raises more likely. UK and US REITs are generally 

in a much better position than the EU. 
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GLOBAL PROPERTY FUNDAMENTALS
Manufactured homes: The sector is considered affordable housing as it provides 25% more space at c.50% 

lower cost per square foot for the tenant. Any macroeconomic pressures will be relatively muted as the sector 

offers "downsizing" opportunities. Supply remains limited as local politics (Not in My Back Yard – NIMBYism) and 

restrictive zoning regulations have made it difficult to build new communities. These positive supply and demand 

fundamentals should result in sustained high occupancy rates into 2023. Rents are expected to grow by an 

average of 6.3% in 2023, with overall earnings up 7.0%. 

Single Family Residential: Demand for US single-family rentals is driven by demographic tailwinds, household 

formation, and de-urbanisation. Given the sharp rise in mortgage rates (to 6.5% from 3.3% at the beginning of 

2022), the all-in monthly cost of buying a home is 60% more than renting. This affordability factor, coupled with 

a drop in supply, should keep occupancy rates above 97% and top-line revenue growth at 8.0% for 2023. The key 

risk to the sector is a recession that could result in negative employment and wage growth, leading to higher 

vacancies and lower rents.  

Multifamily: German Residential remains a defensive cashflow-generating asset class as fundamentals remain 

strong, evidenced by vacancies in the mid-2% levels and limited supply in all major cities (annual supply of 285,000 

units vs. demand of 400,000 units). However, weak balance sheets and downward pressure on valuations remains 

a key risk. Given rent regulation (Mietspiegel), we only expect 3% like-for-like (LFL) rental growth for the German 

residential sector in 2023. On the contrary, the majority of the private rented sector (PRS) in the UK consists of 

unregulated rents resulting in a closer correlation with inflation and LFL rental growth of c.5%. As the US economy 

slows down, we expect US apartment demand to decelerate from record levels in 2022. Supply is expected to 

increase from 1.5% of total stock in 2022 to 1.8% and 2.0% in 2023 and 2024, respectively. As a result, same-store 

net operating income (SS NOI) is expected to slow from 14.3% in 2022 to 6.8% in 2023. 2022 was a strong year for 

apartments in Singapore. Demand, driven by an inflow of professionals (especially from Hong Kong), outstripped 

supply resulting in rental growth of between 26-29% for the year. However, property research provider OrangeTee 

& Tie expects c.18,000 new apartments to be delivered in 2023 (compared to c.5,000 delivered in 2022), slowing the 

pace of rental growth to between 13-16% for 2023.  

Gaming: The gaming sector was the best-performing US sector in 2022, up 13.2% on average. The sector is 

considered defensive due to its triple net lease structure with a 40-year average lease term. In addition, VICI 

Properties (US$ 33 billion market cap) has 40% of its revenue linked to CPI on an uncapped basis. Going forward, 

the sector is expected to grow assets by c.5% via acquisitions, given the average 10% premium to net asset value 

(NAV) and solid balance sheets (average comprehensive leverage of 27%1).

Healthcare: Given the necessity-based nature of healthcare, the sector is considered recession resilient. Senior 

housing fundamentals are expected to continue to recover in 2023. Within the US, demand remains strong as 

the population of people aged 80+ is expected to grow significantly over the next 5-7 years. This, coupled with a 

50% drop in supply from 2018 peaks, suggest occupancies should continue to trend towards the pre-covid levels 

of 88% from current levels of 80%. In addition, rents are expected to grow high single digits leading to 15-20% SS 

NOI growth for 2023. In Europe and UK, the sector is set to deliver c.3.2% LFL rental growth and FFO growth of 7.5% 

for 2023.

Triple net lease: The sector is considered recession resilient given its weighted average lease terms of 10-15 

years, high occupancy rates, diversified tenant bases, and stable cash flows. The US net lease sector trades at 

a 4.9% dividend yield but is only expected to grow earnings in 2023 by c.4.0% on average. Growth in the sector is 
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primarily driven by acquisitions capturing the investment spread. The biggest risk to the sector is a high-interest 

rate environment in which the investment spread narrows, making it more difficult to acquire assertively.

Retail: Positive momentum for retail real estate continued into 2022, driven by steady retail sales. Even though 

inflation spiked, retail sales remained surprisingly strong as consumers tapped into savings to maintain spending 

patterns. 2022 saw US retail space net absorption of 3.5m m² vs. new supply of 2.4m m² resulting in a vacancy rate 

of 4.2%2. Going forward, we expect fundamentals to remain steady as retailers look beyond a potential recession 

and use the opportunity to lease space in high-quality shopping centres and malls. US shopping centres and 

malls are expected to show SS NOI growth of c.2.1% and c.3.3%, respectively. LFL rental growth in UK and Europe is 

expected to be 1.9% and 2.8%, respectively, with Europe benefitting from index-linked leases. According to CBRE3, UK 

shopping centre yields were relatively flat in 2022 (7.8% in Q1 to 7.9% in Q3). For 2023, given the high starting yields 

relative to other asset classes, CBRE expects UK shopping centres to fare better against higher interest rates. In 

Hong Kong, as the border with China re-opens, retail sales are expected to increase by 9% in 2023 from -1% in 

20224. However, new retail supply is expected to be high at 343,000m² vs. negligible supply in 2021, which should 

keep prime shopping mall rental growth between 0-5% for the year. In Singapore, tenant sales have recovered to 

c.10% above pre-Covid levels, driving c.2.5% growth in prime and suburban rents. In general, a potentially weaker 

consumer in 2023 leaves us more confident in necessity-based (non-discretionary) retail centres vs. malls which 

have proportionally more apparel and entertainment.

Industrial: After more than a decade of positive net space absorption, decreasing vacancies, and accelerating 

rental growth, fortunes are starting to turn for the US industrial property market. Key demand drivers are slowing 

down or reversing, including e-commerce growth, retailer demand, and higher inventory levels. Supply is expected 

to exceed demand by c.6.5m m² per annum for the next three years, which could lead to market rental growth 

decelerating from 11% in 2022 to around 4-5% p.a. for the next few years. The picture looks slightly better for REITs 

under coverage, given low vacancies of around 3% and portfolio in-place rents 50-70% below market rents for 

coastal or last-mile locations. For the first time, we may see continental European logistics market rents outpace 

the US at around 5-6% growth, driven by indexation from 2022, lower starting vacancies of 2.5%, and lower levels of 

new supply due to limited land availability. Since the peak in 2020, Japanese logistics continues to see vacancies 

rise from current levels of 4.4% in Tokyo and 2.1% in Osaka. Supply is also expected to continue rising and should 

peak in 2024, with market rents still growing in the 2-3% range. With record low national market vacancy rates of 

0.8%, Australian industrial property will likely continue to experience 10-12% rental growth over the next two years, 

with faster rental growth expected in Sydney and Perth. Although industrial occupational markets are likely to be 

strong despite a possible global recession, the deeper concern is cap rate expansion and its impact on balance 

sheets. Industrial cap rates are expected to expand between 50-175bps over the next 12 months, with the most 

significant shifts expected in the UK and US, where cap rates compressed to around 4% or below. This could see 

some values drop some 25%, even considering inflation beating rental growth.  

Offices: Despite trading at a resounding 34% discount to NAV, US Office fundamentals remain significantly 

challenged going forward. Due to entrenched work-from-home practices, utilisation rates are disappointingly low 

at 45-50%, vacancy rates are now testing global financial crisis levels of 12.8%, and banks are far more hesitant to 

fund office portfolios. Looking ahead at a weaker economic outlook, further occupancy losses appear likely, and 

market rents could fall 10-13% this year. Although implied cap rates of 8% are near all-time highs, new highs could 

be tested, as we saw in the mall sector. 
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Due to tighter planning, a lower starting vacancy rate of 7.5%, and higher office worker utilisation rates of c.70%, the 

Europe / UK office outlook seems much better. European offices will enjoy rental growth due to indexation, with 

prime locations like Paris CBD still seeing vacancies of 3%. With vacancies of 13-20% and lease incentives of c.33%, 

Australian offices may be in a similar position to US offices, with the only positive being high office utilisation 

rates of 65% and a slightly better supply picture due to building demolitions for infrastructure projects. In Japan, 

market rents fell 12% last year as vacancies rose 490bps to 6.4%. New supply is expected to accelerate in 2023-

2025, potentially worsening fundamentals.

Self-storage: Demand is driven by the four D's (death, dislocation, divorce, and destruction), making the sector 

less cyclical and more recession resilient. Pricing power remains strong in the UK, and Europe, with 2023 expected 

LFL growth of c.7.0%. In addition, the starting point for occupancy is lower than US peers, around 83% (vs. the US 

at 94.4%), which is expected to remain flat to slightly up during 2023. On the contrary, SS NOI growth in the US is 

expected to decelerate from 17% in 2022 to c.5% in 2023, as seasonality returns and move-outs put downward 

pressure on occupancy rates (down 2.1% y/y in Q3, peaked in 2021 at a record high of 95.9%) and rentals.

Datacentres: 2022 was a record year for data centre demand as enterprises continue to migrate to cloud 

infrastructure. According to Keppel DC REIT, spending on cloud services is expected to grow by c.20% annually 

over 2022 and 2023 to $600m. Solid demand coupled with limited supply in the US (vacancy rate down to 3%) put 

upward pressure on rentals resulting in low double-digit growth during 2022. US data centre REIT earnings are 

expected to grow by 10% in 2023. Fundamentals in Singapore remain the strongest, with 1% vacancies driven by the 

moratorium on new data centres. This was, however, lifted in the second half of 2022.  

THEATRE DISTRICT, LONDON
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GLOBAL PROPERTY OUTLOOK
2022 marked the second-worst year on record for global REITs with respect to total returns. Companies were 

sold off as the cost of capital increased rapidly in Q2, and recession fears gained momentum towards the end 

of the year. As we look to 2023, we believe the focus will shift to earnings stability as tenant demand slows while 

operational and debt costs rise. 

From a macroeconomic perspective, inflation likely peaked in Q3 2022 in the US, Europe, and Australia. Therefore, 

central banks will continue to hike rates, but at a slower pace. As investors wait for the ‘Fed pivot’ from a hawkish 

to a dovish stance, our focus is largely on two factors: Firstly, how will slower global economic output, coupled with 

higher debt costs, impact REIT earnings and assets valuations (in turn, balance sheets). Secondly, will inflation 

return to the 2% target in line with the Fed's plan, or will it slow down but remain “sticky” at higher levels. Based on 

our bottom-up analysis, the former is a bit easier to answer - We expect SS NOI or LFL rental growth of between 

2-5% due to slower top-line growth and higher operating expenses, driven by labour, real estate taxes, and energy 

costs. With approximately 18% of debt coming up for refinancing in the next 24 months across our investment 

universe, we expect a 1-2% reduction in earnings over this period. Therefore, following approximately 12% FFO 

growth in 2022, FFO/ earnings growth is expected to moderate to around 6% in 2023 and then normalise to around 

5% in the following two years. 

From a balance sheet perspective, REITs are in decent shape but not 'bulletproof .'The weighted average LTV for 

the sector is 32% (vs. 46% in 2008), with just over 70% of debt fixed for approximately 5.9 years. In contrast to the 

GFC of 2008/9, management teams have done well in diversifying funding sources between traditional mortgage 

debt, corporate bonds, and corporate paper. It is, however, worth mentioning that we see a higher risk of deeply 

discounted rights issues or capital raises in Europe, where many balance sheets are more leveraged. Plus, due to 

low in force cap rates, capital value declines could be double-digit over the next 24 months in Europe and the UK.

From a valuation perspective, we remain cautious as global REIT prices fell significantly in 2022, but FFO multiples 

are still primarily in line with long-term averages. As depicted in Chart 30, relative to bonds, the sector is trading 

at a premium to the long-term average, further underscoring our cautious stance on the sector from a valuation 

perspective.

CHART 30 

RELATIVE VALUATION: GLOBAL REITS VERSUS GLOBAL BONDS 
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As mentioned above, global listed property currently trades at a forward dividend yield of 4.5%, a 130bps positive 

spread to global bonds, which is lower than the long-term average spread of 212bps. A gradual reversion to the 

average spread should be expected in the midterm as earnings growth reverts to the mean. After a dismal 2022, 

we are more constructive on the 2023 total return outlook and believe that despite FFO growth halving to c.6% 

in 2023, the forecast risk in global property is significantly lower than in other sectors. Balance sheets are also in 

decent shape in aggregate and much better shape than the year prior to the GFC in 2008. Financial conditions 

are expected to remain tight compared to recent history, but we expect a more stable interest rate and bond 

yield environment relative to 2022. Considering these factors, we believe high single-digit USD total returns are 

reasonable over 2023.

NEPI ROCKCASTLE HAS ACQUIRED FORUM 
GDAŃSK SHOPPING CENTRE FROM 
BLACKSTONE-MANAGED FUNDS. FORUM 
GDAŃSK IS A 63 500 SQM GLA SHOPPING 
CENTRE, SITUATED IN GDAŃSK, THE SIXTH 
LARGEST CITY IN POLAND BY POPULATION, 
WITH OVER 470 000 INHABITANTS.
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